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N arcy Carrera stands out in

Singapore

By: Julio Rodríguez and Alexandra Mansfield

}

Representing the CBP, student Narcy Carrera from 12°B traveled on October
3 as part of the Panamanian delegation to the Robotics World Cup, also
known as the First Global Challenge 2023, from October 7 to 10. With the
participation of delegations from more than 190 countries. Narcy achieved
outstanding participation and, more importantly, a great personal
experience.
Alexandra Mansfield interviewed Narcy, who told us about our
representative's experience in Singapore. 

READ THE FULL INTERVIEW

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFzmT4c70g/IZbC0N1CRRVS7WsxjvXLqA/edit?utm_content=DAFzmT4c70g&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton


Another school year is about to end, and this is the last edition of CBP News in 2023.
This first year on the CBP News board, we worked hard with our students to periodically bring them this
newsletter with the most important things that happened on our educational campus.
This 2023, was a year of learning and many challenges, but thanks to the effort and collaboration of all of you,
we produced our school newsletter.
Some of you will take different paths, seeking other goals in life, but what you have learned will stay with you;
those who remain will be able to apply their knowledge and avoid repeating the same mistakes that could have
been made at one time, mistakes that they also learned from.
As we approach the end of this school year, we will notice silence in our classrooms and hallways, but it will be
for a brief moment. At the beginning of the new 2024 school calendar, the laughter, games, and competitions
will return, and with them, the opportunity to once again inform the school community about everything that
happens at our prestigious school.
We thank teachers, editors, photographers, and designers for your work and for making CBP News a reality.
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EDITORIAL
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We pay tribute to the homeland
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In the month of the Homeland, our students paid their respects to our beloved nation on
November 1st in all grades of our institution.
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WAX MUSEUM
Have you ever been to a museum?

Museums always teach us about the history of our past and expand our general cultural knowledge by
showing us the lives of our ancestors. The CBP wax museum was created to teach us about the biographies of
people who marked history, and thanks to them, we have important knowledge today.
What makes the CBP Wax Museum different from everyday museums?
As you already know, dear readers, everyday museums provide information about the past to know what the
world was like before we lived and what happened in those times. Museums are always based on the most
fundamental facts of history; instead, the wax museum is based on learning more about the biographies of
historical people.
Interview with Professor Ángel González
What was the purpose of creating a wax museum in C.B.P.?
Professor Ángel told us the following: the purpose of creating a wax museum is to make students know more
about the great leaders in the fields in which they specialized and how they came to achieve their goals and
objectives, although the primary purpose was that it would not be like the science fairs of previous years in
which students identified them with stress and scientific projects; We, on the other hand, wanted to show how
these great scientists were able to break through different studies to become leading figures in science, it
was also to educate about the importance of science and promote the works of the great Panamanian
scientists.
What were the methods for choosing the topics?
Well, I based it mainly on choosing students who I knew were very fluent and who in some way were interested
in science; I used different criteria...some were chosen because they physically looked very similar to the
natural scientist, others because I knew they were interested in some of the subjects and others. After all, I
based it on the fact that they were good and had high standards for speaking English. Justo Reyna and Víctor
Rivera were also interviewed. They expressed their feelings about being part of the project; they told us it was
a wonderful experience and would provide more science knowledge to the school. 

By: Nichole Ponce Design: Justo Reyna 
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HEART’S DAY
The Azairus promotion ends the school year with its last activity, Hearts Day (Azairus' Friendship Day), last
Friday, October 6. For an entire month, the graduates took requests from students, teachers, and school staff
to bring all school members a little joy and happiness. The graduates sold chocolates, roses, carnations,
delicious decorated cookies, and incredible arrangements of flowers, cups, and stuffed animals.

Here are some of the questions we asked the organizers of all this, Alejandra Norato and Adrián Contreras, as
those in charge of the Azairus promotion and the logistics team of the activity to further discover the secrets
behind this activity:

Why did you decide to change the name of the activity from Friendship Day to Heart's Day?
We changed the activity's name to Heart's Day because we wanted it to be more personalized, different from
what is done yearly, and a new version. Azairus' goal this year was to revolutionize; we wanted to do things
differently and give a 360º tour of our activities.

What does the Azairus promotion take away from this activity and everything learned?
From this experience, we have achieved a higher level of leadership. We have learned punctuality,
responsibility, and commitment, which we will apply in our work. We are also very grateful for all the work and
effort put in by the graduating class. From day 1 of taking orders, we observed each one's commitment to
exceeding our goal for this activity. 

By: Adrián Contreras
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Design: Isabella De León
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CBP students stand out in various events

The Panamanian Space Sciences Olympiad,
from June 22 to 24, achieved the Gold Medal.
National Physics Olympiad obtained the Gold
Medal on June 17, July 8, and 29.
Ibero-American Physics Olympiad from
September 23 to 30, obtaining Honorable
Mention
Astronomy and Astronautics Olympiad from
October 9 to 13, also achieving an Honorable
Mention. 

Colegio Bilingüe de Panamá students stood out in
different events and sports competitions during the
last few months. Proof of this is our student Lilian
Araúz Montano, who participated in different
events, achieving the following distinctions:

Luzmar Villanueva, representing 10C,
competed in Rhythmic Gymnastics for
Panama at the Central American Games,
and emerged victorious with a Gold medal.

It is the first time that Panama
wins a gold medal in Rhythmic
Gymnastics.
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Congratulations to our

students on their day.
On October 27, Colegio Bilingüe de Panamá celebrated
the achievements of our students with a touching tribute.
Even though they were at home, our students could
participate virtually and reminisce about the memorable
moments of the school year.

Track and Field

INTER-SCHOOL

COMPETITION 
3 Bronze medals
2 Silver
5 Gold

On October 21, the
Athletics team
participated in the
San Agustín Track and
Field competition,
winning:
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Sharlis Herrera, CNO 2023 Finalist
On September 21, Sharlise Herrera, a CBP student of the Azairus
2023 class, qualified for the grand final of the 2023 National Speech
Contest. Herrera positioned herself as the first finalist, competing in a
semifinal where the 50 best speakers in the country, coming from 16
educational regions, compete to win one of the 15 positions to be
trained in the National Speech Contest Academy. Now, Sharlis is in
her arduous preparation for the grand finale, which will take place at
the Anayansi Theater of the Atlapa Convention Center soon in
November.
At CBP News, we had the opportunity to ask Sharlise Herrera a few
questions. Read the full interview in the following link.

By: Julius Rodriguez

READ THE FULL INTERVIEW

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFzryZJIOo/9egJbVCdUpYOpkU5aIkfZA/edit?utm_content=DAFzryZJIOo&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton


Inter-SCHOOL “CHAPUZÓN”SWIMMING

Competition

}
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CBP scored 719 points, placing as the
champion of the 2023 Inter-school
swimming competition.

PHOTO GALLERY

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFzru0PtSs/otCwZX_K5ht2_COoL8f0bA/edit?utm_content=DAFzru0PtSs&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton

